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ABSTRACT: A group of experiments Is described which elucidates 

details of propagation of flame fronts, pressure fronts an^ 
shock fronts during build-up of steady state detonation. The 
experimental evidence gives further support to the previously 
proposed theory that the transition proceeds essentially through 
two steps, shock formation and shock initiation of detonation. 
The measurements demonstrate the existence of a flame front 
which propagates at a fraction of the detonation velocity 
(1-2 mm/usec ) for as much as 60 p.sec and then goes over into 
steady state detonation within a few microseconds. A proposed 
explanation of the transition phenomenon is given and discussed. 
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In the study of explosive sensitivity the sequence of events 
from ignition through steady state detonation is of critical 
Interest. This report gives quantitative measurements on the 
transition phenomenon which will be recognized as applicable 
to many of the tests for explosive sensitivity. 

This research was carried out under Task 8OO-667/76COU/OI and 
FR-59. 
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"“«KM1»""'»”“'” 
I. INTRODUCTION 

«T thp research program on transition from slow 
The purpose of the researcn p ° ld tlon of the phenomenon, 

mrnlng to detonation is a gen . glves and pr0peliants. The 
.specially as applied to solid e^p slve^ transltion Is 

naln Idea tested has b®e” JJ)® aíisesehecause of a rapid pressure 

pentoUte’andrdlethyinltramlneä«nitrate (DINA), revealea tne 

following features of the phenomenon (1, >?)• 

a. Thermally Initiated 
finement go over Into ° experimental conditions 

de tona tlon^wer^found^t^develop^be tween 6 and 18 cm from the 

p'oîTof “eîïï ignition of cast explosives. 

b. Theoretical cons derations i8 * 
found rate of pressure increase t d t forffl at a distance 

^th»e^Ï0aa»mTÂ Initiation. 

Results a. and b. 1¾ °°"geds essentially'^through two 
that the course of transition P ,tl u n of detonation. The 

steps, shock fo™““n0f^h“srforMUon is discussed In Ref. 5, 
theoretical mechanism o <„4 Mation oí“ detonation has been 
while the subject of shock 5-nl^a . vears (4,5,6). Thus It 
dealt with rather ®xten^v®J:y ^ianaUo/of the largely unknown 
transition0phenomenonBlnktermsXofabetter Rnown processes. 

The present report “ ^"“i^sOTewha^m^detaíled 

experiments desJ?neJ.i° ^ above concepts to the problem 
fashion the applicability of^hidaJe the detPll8 of propagation 
at hand, and especially - ..,, ,,nd «hock fronts prior to 
of flame fronts, pressure d tonaM0n> The experimental 
development of steady sta «at-rat-pa*the existence of a low 
evidence presented herein Remonstrates ^ec and then 
velocity stage which Pr°pafa$®? tlon within a few microseconds. 
Koes over Into steady stat® deiona^;?J! ataae a pressure wave 
ftealso shows that during the transit on burnlng 

(or possibly a series along with some extraneous 

Sl^nSfeiidenc;, *f?loe to ionst^ct a probable scheme 

of the transition phenomenon. 

1 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental work has continued on explosives (DINA and 
50/50 Pentolite) cast Into heavy (0.575 Inch wall thickness) 
steel tubes of 0.5 Inch Inside diameter, twelve Inches long.. 
The charges were Ignited by means of a Nlchrome resistance 
bridge Incorporated In a bolt-lgnlter which also provides back 
confinement. Figure 1 of Ref. 2 Is a cross-section of the 

complete charge. 

The charges were Instrumented with three types of measuring 
devices: (a) Ionization probes placed at Intervals along the 
charge to record times of arrival of the flame front; (b) 
pressure Indicating collapse probes which record times of 
arrival of a pressure front; (c) resistance wires, Imbedded 
axially In the explosive charge, designed to give a continuous 
record of the location of the flame front as a function of time. 
The two types of Instrumentation (b) and (c) were developed by 
A. 3. Amster and co-workers In the propellant sensitivity group 

at NOL. 

A. Propagation of the Flame Fronts 

Previously reported velocity data were obtained by ^ 
means of four Ionization probes placed at Intervals of 1.5» ^.5» 
7 5, and 10.5 Inches from the base of the charge. In general, 
the three Intervals over which average velocities were thus 
determined yielded a low velocity (1-2 ™Vnsec) over the first 
interval, an Intermediate velocity (usually >6 mm/nsec) over 
the middle Interval and the steady state detonation velocity 
(7-8 mm/psec) In the third interval, nearest the top of the clJa^e* 
These results suggested a continuous and steady acceleration from 

deflagration to detonation. 

In an attempt better to define the time-distance re¬ 
lationship of the propagating flame front, additional Probea 
were added to the charge to decrease the Interval b®bw®eb 
Probes placed at one Inch Intervals provided data which Indicate 
the presence of two distinct regimes: (1) a fairly steady, low 
velocity front which propagates for up to sixty microseconds 
over a distance of several centimeters; and (2) a region of 
steady state detonation. The transition from low to high veloci¬ 
ty occurs within one of the Inch long Intervals. A further 
attempt to look Into the transition from low to high order regime 
by using one-half Inch Intervals between Ionization probes re- 
sulïed in detonation failure (six shots); the tube fragments were 
large and were evidently the result of the tube splitting along 
the^llne of the probe-admlttlng holes. To minimize the tendency 
of the tube to spilt and vent before the critical stage °r 
transition could be attained. In subsequent shots eleven probes 

2 
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FIG. I ABRUPT ONSET OF DETONATION 
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were positioned spirally up the charge at the one-half Inch 
Intentais; steady state detonations developed. The data (Shot 

4* ul°¿ show that, again, there Is only one Interval 
In which the transition Is Indicated by an Intermediate velocity. 
These and other results obtained by use of multiple Ionization 
probes are collected In Table I (see also Tables IV A and B). 
while these data are compatible with those obtained earlier with 
four probe shots. It now becomes evident that the transition from 
a fairly constant low velocity propagation to steady state deto¬ 
nation takes place within as little as one-half inch of travel. 
It also appears that the flame front is approximately planar and 
perpendicular to the charge axis since there is little irregu¬ 
larity In the time-distance plot of the spirally placed probes. 

Since multiple probe data showed that the transition to 
steady state detonation is quite abrupt, the limit of usefulness 
of the ionization probe method had been reached; an attempt to 
obtain a continuous velocity record was made by adapting the con¬ 
tinuous wire method of Amster et. al. (7) to fit the test condi¬ 
tions for thermally Initiated deflagration-detonation studies. 
The system is based upon a high resistance Nichrome wire (No. 40, 
AWG; 2.267 ohms/cm) running axially through a cased charge of 
cast high explosive (see Fig. 2a). The Ionized flame front 
shorts the wire to the grounded charge case thereby completing 
a circuit. A constant current supply provides a current of ap¬ 
proximately 200 milli-amperes to the wire at all times (after 
the flame front has completed the circuit). The progress of the 
front is then recorded as a function of the change in resistance 
of the Nichrome wire as its effective length decreases; It Is 
therefore necessary to have accurate values for the current and 
the resistance per unit length of the wire. With this informa¬ 
tion and the voltage-time record, assuming that the ionized front 
has negligible resistance, it is in principle possible to draw 
a continuous time-distance plot for the flame front. Also in¬ 
corporated in these charges were several ionization probes to be 
used as check points (Fig. 2a). The first of these probes was 
used to trigger two oscilloscopes, one for the wire record and 
one for the ionization probe record, so that the two types of 
events had the same time reference. Figures 2b and 2c are the 
ionization probe and the continuous data taken simultaneously 
from a single shot (CWI2). A comparison of the two figures con¬ 
firms the results of multiple ionization probe tests insofar as 
it indicates an abrupt transition to steady state detonation. 

An inspection of Fig. 2c shows that the wire circuit is not 
following the progress of the front prior to onset of steady 
state detonation. This is so because a diode bias in the system 
does not allow a voltage drop across the wire unless the sum of 
resistances of the wire and of the burning front is less than 
I50 ohms (in some cases a bias corresponding to 450 ohms was used); 

5 
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during low velocity propagation the condition evidently is not 
fulfilled. This means that the resistance in low velocity 
regime is at least 100 ohms. However, the ionization probes do 
function in such a low conductance front, as seen in Fig. 2b, 
and consequently a satisfactory comparison of the two measure¬ 
ments can be made: In Fig. 2c the point at which the trace be¬ 
comes a straight line (steady state detonation) is 66 M.sec and 
10 cm from the first probe, while the ionization probe record 
places the front between the probes at 7.6 and 15.2 cm from 
the trigger probe at this time. Upon linear extrapolation, the 
low and high velocity regimes measured by the ionization probes 
are found to intersect also at about 10 cm and 65 ^sec from the 
first probe. 

In a further attempt to obtain continuous records of the 
phase intermediate between the low velocity stage and steady 
state detonation the following experimental arrangement was used 
(7): In addition to the high resistance Nlchrome wire, a very 
low resistance copper wire was cast into the explosive charge 
parallel to the Nichrome wire and connected to a duplicate 
circuit. Since resistance of the copper wire is negligible, the 
duplicate circuit measures resistance of the ionization front 
alone. Hence the difference of the two circuit resistances is 
the resistance of the Nichrome wire; the rate of its change then 
must give the true velocity of the ionization front. Three shots 
(CWW1-5) were fired with this arrangement; the transition from 
low to high velocity stage was too rapid for quantitative resolu¬ 
tion, but in two out of three shots both wires placed the transi¬ 
tion region at the same distance from the base of the charge (in 
one shot the circuitry of the copper wire failed). 

Thus all three ionization methods — point probes, high 
resistance and low resistance wires — reveal an abrupt transition 
from the low to the high velocity regime. Furthermore, good 
quantitative agreement as to time and location of the transition 
region is obtained from simultaneous measurements with probes 
and high resistance wire in one set of experiments, and with 
high and low resistance wires in another. All continuous wire 
data are collected in Table II. 

B. Propagation of Pressure Fronts 

In the study of build-up of detonation it is important 
to know the relationship of the pressure (shock or compression) 
fronts to the flame front. An effort was made to study the 
relationship with the use of a collapse probe (8) in conjunction 
with the ionization probe. The collapse probes are activated 
when a pressure wave (shock or compression) collapses the outer 
copper sleeve against an inner axial wire. The probes were 

7 
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TABLE II 

CONTINUOUS WIRE DATA* 

Shot No. 

CWIN1 1 

CWIN1 2 

CWINi 5 

CW-W 1 

CW-W 2 

CW-W 3 

Interval Region of 

Low Velocity Between Low Steady State ^ 
Region And High Vel. Detonation 

Bias 
d Resistance 

(usee ) 

0 -*-35 

0-62 

0-80 

0-49 

0-16 

0-39 

(usee ) 

*-35 - *-38 

62 - 66 

80 - 82 

49 - 52 

16 - 19 

39 - 42 

(usee ) (mm) (ohms) 

*-38 -*-62 *-37 

66 - 86 

82 - 92 

52 - 63 

19 - 40 

42 - 57 

100 

136 

175 

79 

153 

150 

150 

300 

450 

450 

450 

Xd - distance from first probe to detonation. First probe 

is about 25m® from igniter. 

* DINA in all shots. For corresponding ionization probe 

data see Table I. 

statically tested and found to be actuated at approximately 

12,000 psi. 

In a preliminary series of shots, a conventional card 
gap test arrangement was used. The test charge consisted of a 
tetryl booster (2 inch diameter), a sufficient number of 0.01 
inch thick cellulose acetate gap cards to attenuate the shock 
to a level which would permit a long enough delay to detonation 
to allow a considerable separation of the two fronts, and an 
acceptor charge composed of pressed tetryl pellets of thicknesses 

of O.25, 0.50, and 1.0 inch, and 2 inches in diameter. The 
pellets were used in varying arrangements so as to vary the probe 
station distances from the gap-acceptor interface.* Two of the 
collapse probes were placed at the interface and served as trigger 

* Charges composed of thin pellets give slower build-up to deto¬ 
nation and a wider scatter of data, because placement of probes 
between pellets introduces an air gap at least one millimeter 

wide. 

8 
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probes for two oscilloscopes which were used to record the 
signals from the Ionization probes on one and the pressure¬ 
sensing probes on the other. Between each pair of pellets In 
the acceptor an Ionization probe-pressure probe pair was placed 
to record times of arrival of the respective fronts. From these 
data It was found that, in tetryl, at a gap thickness of 1.50 
Inches the pressure front precedes the ionization front for 
several centimeters while propagation velocities are below the 
steady state detonation rate; thereafter the Ionization front 
accelerates and catches up with the pressure front and the two 
proceed at the steady-state detonation velocity as anticipated 
(Table IIIA). Several shots were fired at a gap thickness which 
did not permit a build-up to detonation; In these cases, a 
pressure front of decreasing velocity was measured; no flame 
front was recorded (Table IIIB). The results of this series of 
shots Indicate that the instrumentation Is applicable to study¬ 
ing the two fronts in the transition experiments. 

In subsequent thermally Initiated charges the arrange¬ 
ment was as shown in the cross-sectnnal drawing in Figure 5a. 
As in preliminary gap test shots, two oscilloscopes were used 
to record ionization and pressure fronts respectively. One of 
the collapse probes was placed near the Igniter(approximately 
one inch from it)and was used as the trigger probe for both 
instruments. A number of probe pair stations were placed at 
varying Intervals up the charge. As shown in Figures 5b, 5c 
and 5d, there is always considerable separation of the two 
fronts in early stages of growth to detonation. Figure 5b 
(Shot No. FINID?) gives the results of a shot in which probe 
stations were placed mostly in the lower part of the charge so 
that the early (low velocity) stage was recorded. Similar 
measurements over a wider range of times and distances including 
both the low and the high velocity stages are plotted in Fig. 5c. 
Here it appears as if the collapse probes were activated by a 
weak decaying pressure pulse, or possibly by one of a series of 
weak pulses, which is overtaken by a stronger compression wave 
(or shock wave) near the region of onset of steady-state deto¬ 
nation. Somewhat different results were obtained by a sturdier 
collapse probe designed to ignore weak pulses (nominal yielding 
pressure of 50,000 psl and found not to respond to a static 
pressure of 20,000 psl; see nef. 9). With the modified probe*, 
pressure waves were recorded which start out at lower speeds but 

* Both the original (12,000 psi) collapse probe and the modified 
one presented considerable practical difficulties, (.¿uite a 
few were shorted during casting operations; some failed in 
actual tests. Hence the entries in Tables IVA and IVB repre¬ 
sent onl'" a part of all pressure probe attempts. All entries 
in Table'’I~denôted by PIN! are shots in which, in addition to 
ionization probes, pressure probes were used but without success. 

9 
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A. CROSS-SECTION OF CHARGE 

B. SHOT PiNiD-7 (DINA) ‘ 0.8 KBAR COLLAPSE PROBES 

FIG. 3A & 3B SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF 

PRESSURE AND IONIZATION FRONTS 

il 
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C. SHOT PiNiD-IO (DINA) - 0.8 KBAR COLLAPSE PROBES 

D. SHOT PiNIP-8 (PENTOLITE) " 2 KBAR COLLAPSE PROBES 

FIG. 3Ca 3D SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF 

PRESSURF AND IOMITATIOM cdamto 
• T MV • * » I I |% 1^1 

12 
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then accelerate more smoothly Into steady state detonation 
(Fig. 3d). In all shots the Ionization fronts, of course, 
follow the previously established pattern of two distinct ve¬ 
locity stages. Simultaneous pressure and Ionization probe data 
are collected in Tables IVA and IVB. 

As is obvious from Tables I, IVA and IVB, distances and 
times to detonation are not quantitatively reproducible; hence 
no experimental range of error can be assigned. An approximate 
a priori precision analysis follows: Both ionization and 
pressure probe intervals can be measured within 1 mm or better, 
so that possible error due to the placement of probes seldom 
exceeds 4 percent and, as a rule, is appreciably less. The 
oscilloscope records of Table IIIA and IIIB can be read within 
0.2 (j.sec; most of the others within 1 p,sec. Thus the precision 
in the low velocity range is rather good, but steady state deto¬ 
nation velocities which are measured over short time intervals 
can be in error as much as 10 percent. In view of the fact 
that for the purposes of this project no exact detonation velo¬ 
cities are needed, the precision is satisfactory. When two 
oscilloscopes are used in parallel, there is some uncertainty 
as to assignment of the common time reference; the resulting 
error is probably not much more than the error of reading the 
oscilloscope records, so that the ionization and pressure probe 
pulses are synchronized within 0.2 M-sec in Table IIIA and IIIB 
and within about 1 p-sec in Tables IVA and IVB. 

III. DISCUSSION 

A conspicuous feature of the flame propagation during 
growth of detonation is the clear-cut division into "low" and 
"high" velocity regimes. The high velocity regime, of course, 
is the well known steady state detonation. Information about 
the low velocity range is still fragmentary, but a few aspects 
of the phenomenon are becoming apparent: 

(1) The average low propagation velocity is usually be¬ 
tween 1 and 2 mm/Vsec, although it varies appreciably from shot 
to shot; velocities as low as 0.6 mm/p-sec have been recorded. 
Also, there is often appreciable velocity variation within a 
single shot. Usually, this appears as an up and down fluctu¬ 
ation (an extreme example is PIN1D6 of Table IVA), but upon 
occasion there is evidence of a gradual increase of velocity 
as the front travels through the charge (e.g. CWIN12 of Table I); 
the acceleration, however, is seldom sufficiently pronounced to 
give the appearance of a smooth transition into steady state 
detonation. 

(2) The ionization front prior to detonation must 
evidently have a relatively high temperature, since ordinary 

15 
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d»fiaeration does not actuate Ionization probes in the above 
Moreover! It has been seen from the continuous 

wire measurements (Pig. 2b) that thereslstance ofthelow^e- 
inni 7ation front is of the order of magnitude ox lu onm. 

Berger et al. (10) found the same order of magnitude in shock 
tes ^experiments, but they ascribed it to the inert shock pre¬ 
ceding the development of detonation rather than to chemical 
roartion The quantitative similarity of the two results is 
interesting, but in the thermally initiated transition experiment 
the intermediate conductivity can hardly be due to a pure shock, 
first because the ionization probe does not respond until con- 

.rierahiv after the pressure probe has been triggered (Fi-g. 3)> 
|nd secínd b“ausa tSrpropagatlon velocities so registered are 
too slow for any kind of a shock In a condensed medium. 

(3) It aleo appears that the low velocity burning front la 
associated with a relatively low Prf=ure> JLn " the 

tube remained intact. 

vr i 4+-4=0 nrPRsure fronts are somewhat more reproducible 

the propagation velocity depends on amplitude. 

« na+.+-pr.n of growth of detonation similar to the one reported 
herein has been obtained photographically ^ G^^J^hs 
Oroocock (11) with GS“eo k dÕ nJ? reveh either 
Â°orec«preêslon iaves,jSt S^the advantage of.r- 

gw5ÍurC?ÊSTl gm/cO was burned to r%'a^out 

b:fer:hê»r air ^ 

S^Lflr^'ââmiedhietiSrifth^^o^SeloHe^lty 

burning front. 

A space-time scheme of the transition «“«n« of 

Är?rÄd aec°ompresflon wave Co-»hl0h emerges from 
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RG. 4 TRANSITION TO DETONATION SCHEME 
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the deflagration front and propagates through the intact ex¬ 
plosive. Because of confinement of the deflagration, additional 
compression waves of higher amplitudes (two representative 
examples C and C" are drawn in the figure) arise at later times 
and converge into a shock at point S.* The main assumption in 
the explanation proposed here is that this is the shock that 
starts detonation in a manner analogous to initiation in the 
shock sensitivity test (gap test) in which the explosive charge 
is subjected to the action of an externally imposed strong shock 
wave. During the early stages following shocking of the ex¬ 
plosive the chemical reaction is slow and the reaction front 
starting at S is Initially carried at the shock particle velocity, 
but after a delay period t, it accelerates rapidly thus result¬ 
ing in steady state detonation. Meanwhile the shock front has 
also been reinforced and accelerated until it attains detonation 
velocity. As it emerges from the transition region the steady 
state detonation travels both forwards and backwards as shown 
in the figure. The scheme, among other things, accounts both 
for the reported discontinuous change of the luminous front (11) 
and a smooth acceleration of the shock front (4). 

While shock Initiation in the gap test and in a spontaneous 
transition experiment is thus essentially similar, there is an 
Important quantitative difference. In a gap test the imparted 
shock, typically, has relatively high pressure and short dura¬ 
tion (order of magnitude of a microsecond though often difficult 
to determine with any precision). On the other hand, a shock 
arising from confined deflagration is a sustained one, indeed, 
it is of steadily increasing amplitude. The theoretical li“1“ 
of its amplitude is the constant volume explosion pressure, but 
since such pressures usually exceed the ultimate strength of 
materials by a wide margin, the practical limit in any concrete 
case is the strength of confinement; the pressure within the 
container will decrease soon after the walls rupture. Under 
experimental conditions described in the previous section com¬ 
pression waves and shock waves of the order of magnitude of 
10 kbar can be maintained for perhaps 10 microseconds. 

In the transition experiment as well as in the gap test, 
initiation of detonation or failure to detonate depends on the 
balance between chemical reaction engendered by the shock and 
side rarefactions so that initiating capability of a shock is 
always defined by effective confinement; while in shock sensi¬ 
tivity tests this is essentially a diameter effect modified by 

* The locus of shock formation, in general, is not a point but 
a region in the x-t plane; the matter has been discussed in 
some detail in Ref. 3. The assumption of a point S simplifies 
the argument presented here without detracting from its 
validity. The generalization is straightforward, at least in 

principle. 

17 
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signed so that'^thebstrength'of^h^casii exp®riraent8 °an be de- 
The fundamental dependence on two physica^Daram0*-*3*018176 role* 
pressure p and the time t8 during which îhSïara?tef8i shock 
tained in She compressed sSate (closelî raÍai-!fí08íVe 18 
should be the same in both cases- the î h 0f Flg* 4) 
presumably, is an increase nf 4. ffect of the shock, 
ates the chemical reaction leadin^f8^1? whlch> ln turn initi- 
possible to constrict a n ™ £ gd^et0n?«tion* Hence ^ is 

continuum into a detonatmn^gmn a^ a fa'n ^ dlVldeS the 
the case of shock initini-ir-n «f10n ?nd,a fatlure region. For 
theoretically by Hubbard and JnhnsP °?Í;Te8 ^^1^8 ^188 been done 
diverge widely from experimental d^ta ofilfc!?ouSh their results 
in view of the present ^ Ma-íowicz and Jacobs (4), 
combustion and detonation of ^11¾8 ^ chera^al ^netics of 
nor should it be discouraging InnrfïÎim ?®ither surprising, 
possible to extrapolate prluciple it should be 

transition conditions and îice tfSa- It f!;errnally initiated 
cannot be done, because in transiting It th? preaent time this 
described herein the variatioHf ¿ !!entS' 8Uch aB th°se 
reliable simultaneous data of shL£SnÍL Evidently, 
are much needed, p essures and shock durations 
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